SALTO KS Web App User Manual
Thank you for choosing SALTO KS.
This document will help you set up the SALTO KS web app
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Introduction
Thank you for using SALTO KS!
This manual is a basic reference guide to operate the SALTO KS web application.
Please use this manual when all hardware is installed and configured, and ready to
use.
In case you still have a question after reading this manual, please visit:

saltoks.com/support
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Terminology
Locks
Locks are what it’s all about for SALTO KS: They provide access to your employees,
customers or guests. SALTO locks are connected to a repeater or IQ, so that they can
check the user’s access and let them in, or not. In general, SALTO offers a multitude of
lock types that will fit any door and any situation.

Tag
The Tag is the smallest component of the SALTO KS family while also being its most
secure and attractive. It contains the most secure RFID chip on the market, meaning
that the Tag ID cannot be duplicated under any circumstances.

IQ
The IQ is the ‘hub’ that communicates with all repeaters and locks, and the cloud. All
remote commands and access groups are sent to the IQ, which sends the command
to the lock. When a user presents a tag to a lock, the lock checks access with the IQ.
The IQ is therefore considered as ‘the brain’ of the SALTO KS technology. There are
two types of IQ:
IQ 1.0, which is connected to the cloud via 2G. This IQ must first be added via the
web-app, and then activated on the mobile app.
To activate the IQ, see ‘activating the IQ’.
IQ 2.0, which has multiple connection types (M2M stick, Ethernet and WiFi). This IQ
can be configured to connect to the internet directly via the KS apps, but needs to be
added to your site on the web-app and after that activated on the mobile app.
To configure the IQ, see ‘configuring the IQ (2.0)’.

Repeater
The repeater allows the distance between the IQ and the electronic locks to be
extended. Increasing the distance between them by up to 10 metres. By adding more
Repeaters, a maximum distance of up to 40 metres can be achieved between the IQ
and the electronic lock.

Mobile Key
The virtual version of your physical Tag, enabling your phone to to unlock a SALTO
lock. Using Bluetooth technology, your phone transmits a digital key directly to the
lock.
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Web app
The web application offers all the advantages of a modern cloud solution. Available
via your webbrowser and optimized for bigger screens - giving you full control of your
SALTO KS site. From this extended interface you can manage everything in detail such
as people and their permissions, access and notifications. Visit app.saltoks.com

Mobile app
The mobile app, available for iOS and Android, lets you manage access on-the-go.
Once all access is granted via the web-app, follow all events and perform remote
openings from here.

Pod
A Pod is often used in Coliving spaces where an appartment (‘Pod’) for instance is
used by multiple tenants. All tenants have all-time full access to all Pod locks. Pod
members are able to invite Pod guests, for which they can set more refined access
rules.

Pod member
A Pod member is a tenant of the Pod. As a Pod member, you are only able to manage
your account from the mobile app for iOS or Android. From here you are able to invite
and manage your guests.

Pod guests
Pod guests are users that are invited by Pod members to have (optionally) limited
access to Pod locks.

Pod locks
Pod locks are the locks that Pod members need to have access to in order to be able
to reach and enter the Pod.

Office Mode/Manual Office Mode (MOM)*
Office Mode is the state a lock is in when it is permanently unlocked. This allows
anyone to enter the lock without presenting a valid Tag and/or Mobile Key.
With the multiple types of Office Mode available in SALTO KS, great security and
flexibility can be offered for any site. ‘Regular’ Office mode (OM) is a continuous state
of the lock being unlocked. The lock will stay in Office Mode until a user with the right
role/permissions locks it again. Regular Office Mode can only be set remotely via the
web- or mobile app.
Manual Office Mode (MOM) offers the ability to (dis)engage Office Mode on an
escutcheon by simply presenting a valid SALTO KS Tag while holding the inside
handle.
* These modes require settings per lock/user via the web-app.
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Easy Office Mode (EOM)*
Also here the lock stays unlocked, but now it’s combined with a set schedule. This
schedule allows for selected people to put it in Office Mode, at selected times, using
their tag. During the time the schedule is active, presenting a tag will put a lock in- or
out of Office Mode. Outside the schedule, presenting the tag will result in a regular,
temporary tag-opening. When a lock is in Easy Office and the timeframe ends, it will
lock itself automatically. This feature is useful for granting easy access, requiring no
remote action to set a lock in Office Mode.
* These modes require settings per lock/user via the web-app.

The Code
The Code is a security feature of SALTO KS, comparable to those used for online banking. It is
a string of 5 characters that is temporarily valid, and only shared by your mobile app and IQ. The
code ensures control over critical IQ related features, such as:
Remote openings via the web-app
Putting locks in Office Mode via the web-app
Enabling an additional device for SALTO KS
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Roles
Within a SALTO KS Site, People can have different Roles. This is dependant on what
you want individuals to be able to do within the Site, relative to other Users. This is a
basic description of the four different roles within SALTO KS.

Site Owner
There is only one Site Owner for each Site. The SALTO KS account is registered in this
person’s name. The Site Owner can create Site Admins, Super Users and Site Users.
The Site Owner can also modify any information for persons (as long as they have a
Tag profile) and for the account. Only the Site Owner is able to receive notifications for
any change made.

Site Admin
This User has all the same rights as an Owner but cannot delete the Owner, or receive
notifications. He can however, assign other Site Admins.

Site Super User
A Super User can view but not modify the details for the Owner or Site Admins. A
Super User can however create other Super Users and new Site Users.

Site User
The most basic of roles, that will only use SALTO KS to unlock doors. These Users
often don’t make use of the web app. Site Users are always People that simply need to
be able to unlock a lock, nothing more.

Profiles
Within the SALTO KS application, two types of profiles are distinguished: Tag- and
User-profiles. The biggest difference between the two, is who owns the personal data,
and the ability to use the Mobile App. Which type of profile the User has, may depend
on the role within a Site. A description of both types:

Tag profile
A User has a Tag-profile when he/she does not have an account, and is a Site User
with a Tag. Because the User does not have an account, the person(s) managing the
Site are in control of the User’s first- and last name. The only valid key for a User like
this is a Tag - hence the ‘Tag-profile’. The Tag will always be ‘owned’ by the Site, even
when the Tag is invited by another Site. The Site where the Tag was registered, is
always in control of the Tag.

User profile
A User that does have his/her own account, has a User-profile. This means that the
User him/herself is in control of first name, last name, email address and phone
number. By default a person with a User-profile is able to log into the apps - and has
varying options depending on the role. The fact that a User has a profile does not
affect the access granted - it only allows for higher roles and use of the Mobile App.
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Web App overview
High level info of all tabs in the app.

Siteswitch
If you have multiple sites (locations), this is an important functionality. By tapping the
Site name in the top-left corner you get an overview of all your sites, allowing you to
switch. All tabs as described below only display the contents for the selected site. This
is similar on the web-interface.

Dashboard
The default opening screen of the web app is the dashboard. Here you see a summary
of locks and Entries, and you have the option to quickly (un)lock a lock, or (un)block a
person.

People
The people screen offers an overview of everyone that has access to the site. Similar
to locks, a person can have two statuses: they either have access, or are blocked. By
tapping on the appropriate button for a person you can (un)block them. When tapping
the person you get an overview of the person’s events, and change settings like EOM,
remote access, office mode and see all credentials assigned to a user.

Locks
The first screen of the mobile app is the locks-screen. Here you get an overview of
all locks in the selected site, and their status, see recent events and change the EOM
schedule. A lock is either unlocked or locked, and can also have an additional status
such as a low battery.

Access
This is one of the core functionalities of SALTO KS, as this is where access is granted.
By creating so-called Access Groups, People can be given access to selected locks,
on a specific timeframe(s). This allows per-minute precision of who goes where, at
what time.

Notifications
One of the greate features of cloud-connected locks, is that the Site Owner can be
notified for any event you would like. In the notifications tabs, you can set these
notifications: either for Entries (i.e. regular openings/rejections), or locks (i.e. low
battery warning).

Events
Here you monitor all events of your site, which are either entries, or incidents. By
default all entries are shown, such as regular tag-openings and remote openings. By
using the filter you can switch to incidents, displaying the status of a lock. Incidents
are lock-related issues that require special attention, such as a low-battery.

Site
This is the account- and hardware related tab of SALTO KS. Generic details can be
found here, as well as information about your hardware. This tab will not be visible to
all Users, and as an Owner you will not visit this tab too often either.
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Primary actions web app
These are the most common actions of the web app.

People: Adding people to your Site
On the People tab you have an overview of everyone that has access to your Site.
From here you can manage each person’s role and permissions, as well as add new
People to your Site. There are two ‘ways’ of adding People to your Site: either by
creating a new person, or inviting an existing person. The differences and steps are
described below.

Create new person
Adding a new person allows you to create and own the persons data. This means that
this person does not have his/her own login, which is great for Tag-only access. For a
person to have remote opening rights, they will need to create a profile to be able to
login to the Mobile App. This is how to add a new User:

1. On the People tab, select +new

2. In the first window, enter the

3. In the next window, determine the

User

person’s first and last name, as well

person’s role & rights. For a Site User,

as a Tag

the lowest role, no emailaddress is
required. Make a choice for the
different lock options and select
‘create’.
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Add existing person.
It can also be that a person already has a Tag in another Site, or account of their own.
In that case, SALTO KS allows you to easily add this person to your Site, based on their
known credentials. The credential can either be an email address (if the person has a
profile) or Tag number (if it’s a Tag User in another Site).

1. On the People tab, select +invite.

2. Enter the email address or Tag

3. Now, similar to creating a new

number of the person. SALTO KS will

person, determine this person’s role &

search for the profile, and show the

rights.

known details. Click ‘Next’.

Changing role & permissions
For an existing User, it could be that he or she may get a different role in SALTO KS.
The higher the role, the more rights the person has, and the more changes he/she can
make. Changing the role:

1. On the People tab, find the person

2. Click the pencil-icon next the

3. In the dropdown role, select the

to change the role for.

name, this will bring up a window

appropriate role. Keep in mind that the

with the person’s details.

roles higher than Site User require the
User to have an account. If a person
doesn’t have an email address, enter
one to invite them to create an
account.
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Changing lock options

1. On the People tab, find the person

2. Click the pencil-icon next the

3. Now you have the option to (de)

to change the role for.

name, this will bring up a window

select various lock-options. For

with the person’s details.

additional information regarding the
lock options, hover the questionmarks
next to the options.

Keys & Offline Access
SALTO KS manages access via the IQ, by checking Access Groups over the internet. In
case a lock can not connect to an IQ (i.e. power ouTage), the lock has locally stored a
limited amount of People and their access. Each person can have multiple keys, such
as a Tag or (multiple) Mobile Key(s). Here is how to manage these. Manage Keys:

1. On the People tab, find the person

2. Click the pencil-icon next the

3. Click the link ‘Keys’,

to change the role for.

name, this will bring up a window

this will show an overview of the

with the person’s details.

person’s Keys.
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4. Now you can per Key block- and

6. PIN code is now created for the us

7. If the user forgets the PIN code,

unblock access. This will directly

and can be used to access on

new PIN code can be created by

prevent the person’s access with

PINenabled locks. As PINs are not

clicking ‘Assign a new PIN’ button.

that Key. This feature is very helpful

stored in the system, this is the only

for when instance a phone is lost.

screen you see the PIN code.

5. Click ‘Assign a PIN’, this will bring
PIN code generation window.

Manage Offline Access

1. On the People tab, find the person

2. Click the pencil-icon next the

3. Click the link ‘Keys & Offline Access’,

to change the role for.

name, this will bring up a window

this will show an overview of the

with the person’s details.

person’s Keys.
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4. Now you can (de)select for which
Key to grant Offline Access.
Important People in your Site, that
should always have access - should
have their most used Key(s) checked
for Offline Access.

Locks
One of the main benefits of having cloud-connected locks, is the ability to control it’s
behaviour.

Office Mode & Locking
The SALTO KS web app allows you to change the status of a lock remotely - which
may involve the use of your Mobile App. Here is how to put a lock in Office Mode, or
Lock it remotely.

1. On the Locks tab, find the lock to

2. Locking or enabling the office mode functionality can be

change the role for..

managed right from the dashboard or lock overview page.
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3. A window appears, asking you
to enter a code for the IQ the lock
is connected to. This is a security
measure that makes it impossible for
just anyone that is logged in to your
account, to unlock doors’.

4. Launch the Mobile App, and go to

5. Tap the IQ that is mentioned in

the IQ tab.

the web app.

7. Verify by entering your PIN, or by

8. Enter the code that is displayed in

using TouchID/FaceID.

the web app. Now the lock will be

6. Tap ‘Get Code’.

put in Office Mode.
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Enabling Easy Office Mode
Easy Office Mode allows Users to automatically enable Office Mode when presenting a
Tag. This mode is linked to a schedule, giving you control over when this mode can be
started and (automatically) ends.

1. On the Locks tab, find the

2. A lock that is in Easy Office Mode, will display this status in the

lock to change the role for..

‘Settings’ tab on the left, to enable Easy Office Mode click ‘Edit’.

3. Determine the timeframe as it

4. Easy Office Mode is now enabled

works best for you, click ‘Save.

for this lock. Keep in mind that for
this feature to work, the person must
also have this lock option enabled.
You can manage this in the People
tab.
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Access
The power of SALTO KS revolves all around being able to grant access. The Access
tab shows all access within a Site, by what we call ‘Access Groups’. These groups
determine access: who can enter where, and when.

Creating an Access Group

1. On the Access tab, click ‘add

2. In the first step, enter the name of

3. Select the People that should be in

Access Group’, this will bring up a

your Access Group. Click ‘Next’.

the Access Group. Click ‘Next’.

4. Select the locks that should be in

5. Now, define a timeframe you

6. The timeframe overview will show

the Access Group. Click ‘Next’.

would like the selected People to

which timeframe has been selected.

have access to the selected lock(s).

When in the previous step ‘Always’

When done, click ‘Add’.

was clicked, you will not be able to add

window that will start the wizard.

additional timeframes.
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7. If you, for instance, have a
guest you want to set a
check-in or check-out date
and time for you can select
the ‘Check in - Check out’
option in the Timeframe
window.

8. Once you are happy with the
defined timeframe(s), click ‘Save’.
The Access Group is now created,
and all People in the Access Group
will have access accordingly within
a few seconds.

Notifications
Notifications are a great way to make sure you’re instantly aware of important Events
within your Site. These Events can be either entry-related (such as a blocked person
trying to enter), or lock-related (for instance an empty battery). Entry-notifications can
be created as you see fit, depending on the People and locks of your Site. Locknotifications show a set matrix with your locks and all possible incidents a lock can
have.
*Only the Site Owner receives notifications, no matter which admin configured them.

Create entry notifications

1. On the Notifications tab, make sure Entry Notifications is active in the left menu.

2. Click ‘Set entry notification’, this will bring up a window that will start the wizard.
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3. In the first step, set the

4. Select the People that you want to

5. Select the locks you want to be

notification name, what to be

be notified about. Click ‘Next’.

notified about. Click ‘Next’.

notified about and how to be
notified. Choose to be notified for
Rejections or Entries of your User.
On how to be notified (app push
message or email), select at least
one option. Click ‘Next’.

6. Similar to Access Groups, select a

7. After seeing or adding more

timeframe. Click ‘Add’.

Timeframes to the overview, click
‘Save’. Your newly created notification
will now be visible in the overview.
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Create Lock notifications

1. On the Notifications tab, make sure Entry Notifications is active in the left menu.

2. You will see a matrix of all incident types on top (intrusion alarm, door left open, etc.) and locks in the left column.
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3. Directly below the incident types

4. To enable the selected notification

you have the option to enable/

type per lock, make sure to tick the

disable how you want to be notified:

checkboxes below. If you don’t want to

via App or Email. Disabling both

be notified for a specific lock, leave the

means you will not receive any

checkbox unticked. Any changes made

notification - and therefore it

will be saved automatically.

can not be set per lock either.’.

Events
A great benefit of having cloud-connected locks, is the ability to monitor access. In
both the mobile- and web-application, you are able to see who accessed which lock,
at what time. The web-application allows you to further filter this overview and it has a
very useful CSV file export-functionality. The Events are divided in two groups: Entries
and incidents.

Filter Entries & incidents
On either Entries or Incidents, you can search, filter and/or sort each column. Below
the column title you can see what options you have. Upon changing any of these
parameters, the table will automatically update itself.

Export Entries & incidents
For both pages it is possible to run an CSV file as well. By default the button to do so is
greyed out - for a period no longer than a month must first be selected. To do this,
click below the right column that says ‘date/period’. When clicking, a block appears
with a calendar, allowing to select a specific date. After selecting a start- and enddate, the table will update itself - and if the period is shorter than a month the option
to export becomes available.
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Site
This part of the web application will not be viSited too often, as it contains many
technical options. But some of the options here will still be very much of use - either to
manage things yourself, or to hand access over to your installer.

Register Tags to the Site
Over time you may need more Tags to give People access to your Site. Tags will
always have to be registered to the Site, before you can assign them to someone.
Registering Tags means that the Tags are part of your Site - and you have control over
them.

1. On the Site tab, make sure Tags is active in the left menu.

2. Click ‘Add Tags’, this will bring up a window that will start the wizard.
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3. In the first step, select a lock that

4. In the next screen, you have two

5. Once done, click ‘Done’. If you were

is available to register the Tags.

minutes to register the Tags that

unable to register all Tags within the

Click ‘Next’.

you have. Do this by presenting each

two minutes, simply repeat these

one to the lock and waiting for the

steps.

LED- and sound signal. A
successfully added Tag will increase
the number displayed.

PIN forgotten: Reset User PIN
It could happen that a User has lost his/her PIN, and therefore is no longer able to
perform Remote Openings with the Mobile App. As a security measure, the PIN for the
IQ/User has to be reset from the Web App. If the User has forgotten multiple PINs,
multiple resets have to be done.

1. This displays an overview of all People that have access to your Site. As
you can see all app Users (second-to-last coumn) have the option to ‘reset
PIN’. Click this option.
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2. A window appears, where first an

3. From your Mobile App, now

4. The PIN is now reset. When the

IQ must be selected. After selecting

generate a Code for this IQ in order

person refreshes the IQs-tab on their

the IQ which PIN has to be reset,

to confirm the action. After entering

mobile device, the IQ is displayed

click ‘Next’.

the code, click ‘Reset PIN’. Note that

as not activated. Now the IQ can be

you have to be logged in with the
same account as currently is used in
the web app.

re-activated, so that a new PIN can be
entered.

*Above actions will not affect any other People than the person that had his/her PIN reset.
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PIN forgotten: Reset User PIN
Resetting the PIN for a Site Owner follows a different process, and has bigger
implications. It requires a physical action on the IQ(s), and means that other Users of
the Site may also have to reactivate the IQ on their Mobile App.
Follow these steps:
1. To reset the PIN for an IQ, locate the IQ in your (physical) Site.
2. Reset the IQ, by pressing reset and holding the reset button using a thin object
(such as a paperclip).
3. Once the IQ starts blinking Red-Green-Blue, the IQ has been reset.
4. Now launch the Mobile App and re-activate the IQ.
Keep in mind that any User that have access to locks connected to this IQ, will
have to do the same thing.
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Grant Installer Access
As the Owner of a SALTO KS Site, you have been in contact with a certified SALTO
installer. This installer has mounted your IQ and lock(s), and set up the software, and
then handed it over to you. It can very well be that you will be in contact with the
installer again, to for example add new hardware to your Site. This requires the
installer access, which will have to be granted manually.
These are the steps to do so:

At first glance, you will see that Installer Access is not granted.
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3. Optionally check ‘Update my default installer’, and then click ‘Grant access’.

4. After a few seconds, a new block

5. Below that, the IQs the installer

6. A window appears, asking you to

appears, displaying ‘Granted

can work on, are displayed. By

generate a Code for this IQ on your

Access’. On top the necessary

default none are enabled. To enable

mobile device.

information is displayed for your

one of the IQs, click ‘Enable’.

installer. They can enter this in their
tool and enter your Site.
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7. Launch the Mobile App, go to IQs,

8. Enter the code in the web

select the IQ, and tap ‘Get Code’.

application.

Note that you have to be logged in
with the same account as you are

9. Now the installer will have access

currently using in the web interface.

to this IQ, enabling him to make
changes to it.

Installer Access is always a temporary status, revoking access after 24 hours. To directly revoke access,
click the red ‘Revoke access’ button.

Transfer Ownership
For various reasons, it might be that you want to transfer the Ownership of your Site to
someone else. Before doing this, make sure one of the People in your Site has the Site
Admin role.
Then follow these steps:

1. On the Site tab, make sure ‘Overview’ is active in the left menu. Here you are displayed as the Site Owner.
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2. Click ‘Transfer Ownership’

3. A window appears, explaining the
action and allowing you to select
one of the Site Admins. Once a Site
Admin is selected, click ‘Transfer’.

4. Once the window closes, the
selected Admin will be changed to
the Owner. Your role will by default
be Site Admin.
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Profile
Manage profile & settings

1. Click your avatar in the top right corner of the screen.

2. An overlay appears, offering to view Profile & Settings, and Log out. Click Profile & Settings.

3. Your profile information is displayed, as well as your personal Entries. To make changes to your profile,
click ‘Manage profile & settings’.
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4. In the new screen, you can now make changes to your Basic info, Contact details and Security & Services.
Click ‘Change’ on any of these to make changes.

5. After making your changes, return to SALTO KS by clicking ‘Back to SALTO’ in the top left corner.
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Subscription
There are two ways to see subscription details:
On the ‘Site’ tab in the top menu you will be able to find the ‘Subscription’ section (on
the left menu).
Here you are able to:
View your current subscription details
View your subscription history details
View the expiration date of your current subscription
Find the contact information of your installer to request a new voucher

On the ‘People’ tab in the top menu you will be able to find the User details of your Site,
such as the subscription status (whether they have a subscription or not).
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Pods
A Pod represents an individually manageable space inside a building and allows for
very easy management of users that need to have all time full access to all relevant
locks for that space and even delegation of visitor management.

Pod
A Pod represents an individually manageable space inside a building

Pod member
A Pod member represents a primary user of a Pod. In co-living environments these
would be the tenants of an apartment. They have all-time full access to all Pod locks.
Pod members are able to invite Pod guests, for which they can set more refined
access rules.

Pod guests
Pod guests are users that are invited by Pod members to have (optionally) limited
access to Pod locks.

Pod locks
Pod locks are the locks that Pod members need to have access to in order to be able
to reach and enter the Pod.

Pod management
When you click the “POD” menu option at the top of the screen, an overview is shown
of all Pods that have been created in the system. These could have been created
manually using the “+ CREATE A NEW POD” option at the top of the screen and
following the setup wizard, or through an integration with an external system like a
Comelit intercom system in a building. When the wizard is followed, you will be forced
to invite at least 1 Pod member and select the relevant Pod locks. When the Pods have
been created using an integration, no locks or members will be existing from the start.
They have to be set up manually. This process is described below.
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The example site used in this manual has 2 Pods in it, named “Meeting Room 1” and
“Meeting Room 2”. When hovering your mouse over the line for each Pod, an “EDIT”
option is shown. We will manage Pod Meeting Room 2 in this case.
When choosing “EDIT”, the following screen is shown:

Managing Pod locks
Let’s start by configuring the Pod locks. Click on “Locks” in the left-hand menu. The
following screen will be shown:

Now, all locks that a user would need to have access to in order to reach and open
“Meeting Room 2” need to be selected. In this example, a user would need to have
access to locks “Front Door Bottom”, “Front Door Top”, “Front Gate” and obviously
“Meeting Room 2”. Selecting them in the list (you can search if required) will reveal an
option to add them to the Pod:

Clicking that will actually add them to the Pod.
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Managing Pod members
Now it is time to start inviting the Pod members. Click on “Members” in the left-hand
menu.
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To add Pod members, click on “+ ADD NEW MEMBERS” at the top of the screen.
The following dialog will be shown:

Fill in the appropriate details for the first Pod member. At least 1 Pod member will
need to have an email address (which is needed to be able to log in using the mobile
app and manage guests or receive intercom calls). For subsequent Pod members,
which can be added by clicking on “+ ADD ANOTHER POD MEMBER”, this is not
mandatory.
If all details have been filled in, press “NEXT”.

In this step, a tag can be selected for each Pod member. The tags shown in the
(searchable) drop down are the unassigned tags in the site.
Once selected, press “NEXT”.
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In this step, you can press “EDIT” behind the Pod member in the list to make any
desired changes. If all is entered correctly, press “SAVE”. This will add these people to
the Pod and send invites to all currently unregistered users to invite them to create a
profile so they can log in using the SALTO KS mobile app.
Please note that for all Pod members that are added, access rules will be created that
will allow them “always access” to all locks that are linked to the Pod the have been
added to. No further action is required, so no access groups need to be created.

Recycling the Pod
If the Pod is going to be managed by new Pod members and the current ones should
be revoked access, for instance when a lease has expired and new tenants move in,
the best way to handle this would be to use the “clean” function. This can be done by
selecting the Pod, and clicking on “EDIT POD INFO” in the left hand menu.
The following dialog will be shown:

Here you can change the name of the Pod, increase or decrease the number of allowed
guests, delete the Pod (not recommended) and Clean the Pod.
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When you click on “CLEAN”, the following dialog will be shown:

The big advantage here is that the Pod itself (and this the possible intercom
integration) and the linked locks will stay in-tact, but all members and guests will be
removed from it. This will also revoke their access rules and intercom access.

Inviting a Pod guest
If you are a Pod member, you are able to invite guests into your Pod. This is done
entirely from the KS mobile app. The first step is to open the app and go to the
“people” tab. At the top of the list you will see a button:

On the next screen, you are asked to enter the name and email address of your guest.
You will be prompted to give permission to access your address book. That will make
it easier to invite someone you already have the details for in your phone. Please make
sure to enter a first and last name in the Name field and a proper email address in the
email field.
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Next, you will need to specify what kind of access you want to give to your guest. Do
you want to give the all-time full access to the same locks you can access in your Pod,
select “Full access”. If you want to only allow them access during a limited timeframe
or a limited set of locks, select “Limited access”.
Selecting “Full access” will allow you to complete the invite process immediately by
pressing the button that appears at the bottom of the screen. If you select “Limited
access”, you need to complete some extra steps.
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Click on Edit behind “Which locks?” to continue.
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For each door linked to the Pod, you need to specify if the guest should have access or
not. This is done by clicking either the checkmark icon or the cross icon behind it.
After that, you can press “Continue”, which will take you back to the previous screen.
Next step is to specify the time restrictions that should apply. This is done by tapping
on “Edit” behind “When?”.
You will have two options to choose from:

If you select “Always”, you don’t apply any time restrictions to the access for your
guest. You can just select this option and press “Continue” at the bottom of your
screen. If you do want to apply restrictions, select “Scheduled”. The options will be
expanded in the same screen, so you need to scroll in order to specify them all.
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You can specify a start date, end date, select the days of the week you want to give
access on and specify a start and end time for each day.
When you have completed all settings to match your preference, press “Continue”. You
will be redirected to the previous screen, where you can press the “Invite” button to
actually invite your guest. He or she will receive an email asking them to complete
their profile, so they can use is to log in using the SALTO KS app and start opening
doors (within the restrictions you specified) using their Mobile Key.
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